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Abstract Adopting Schwinger’s formalism for infer-
ring Maxwell-Lorentz equations (MLEs) and combining
three ingredients: (i) the laws of gravitostatics, (ii) the
Galileo-Newton principle of relativity and (iii) existence
of gravitational waves which travel in vacuum with a
finite speed cg, we inferred two sets of gravito-Maxwell-
Lorentz Equations (g-MLEs). One of these sets corre-
sponds to Heaviside’s Gravity of 1893 and the other
set corresponds to what we call Maxwellian Gravity
(MG). HG and MG are mere two mathematical repre-
sentations of a single physical theory called Heaviside-
Maxwellian Gravity (HMG). While rediscovering Heav-
iside’s gravitational field equations following Schwinger’s
formalism, we found a correction to Heaviside’s specu-
lative gravito-Lorentz force law. This work presents a
Galilo-Newtonian foundation of gravitomagnetic effects
and gravitational waves, caused by time-varying sources
and fields, which are currently considered outside the
domain of Newtonian physics. The emergence HMG
from other well-established principles of physics is also
noted, which established its theoretical consistency and
fixed the value of cg uniquely at the speed of light in vac-
uum. The explanations of certain experimentally ver-
ified general relativistic results within HMG are also
noted. We also report, a set of new Maxwell-Lorentz
Equations, physically equivalent to the standard set, as
a byproduct product of the present approach.
Keywords Gravitomagnetism · Gravitational Waves ·
Speed of Gravitational Waves · Heaviside’s Vector
Gravity
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1 Introduction
In a remarkable formalism, Schwinger et al. [1] have ob-
tained the Maxwell-Lorentz equations (MLEs) of elec-
trodynamics by combining three ingredients: the laws
of electrostatics, the Galileo-Newton principle of rel-
ativity (charges at rest, and charges with a common
velocity viewed from a co-moving observer, are phys-
ically indistinguishable); and the existence of electro-
magnetic waves that travel in a vacuum at the some
finite speed c. In the discussion of their inference of
MLEs, Schwinger et al. [1] stated, “Einsteinian relativ-
ity is an outgrowth of of Maxwellian electrodynamics,
not the other way about. That is the spirit in which
electrodynamics is developed as a self-consistent subject
in this book.”
Motivated by the striking formal analogy between the
Newton’s laws of gravitostatics and the Coulomb’s laws
of electrostatics and essentially adopting Schwinger’s
formalism, here we show how one can extend the gravito-
static equations of Newtonian gravity to time depen-
dent sources and fields to obtain the basic time-dependent
equations of gravitodynamics of moving bodies within
the Galileo-Newtonian physics by combining the follow-
ing three plausible assumptions:
(A) Newton’s laws of gravitostatics are valid for time-
independent sources and fields,
(B) The local conservation of mass expressied by the
equation of continuity is a valid law1, and
(C) Time-dependent sources and fields in Newtonian
1Following Schwinger et al.[1], the assumption (B) may be
derived from the Galilean principle of relativity (the rest
mass is an invariant quantity under the transformation laws
of Galilio-Newtonian Relativity (GNR)). However, the rela-
tivity principle of GNR will be used here for obtaining the
analogue of the Lorentz force law for gravitation.
2gravity produce gravitational waves that travel through
vacuum with a universal finite velocity cg, the value
of which may be obtained from measurement of the
physical quantities involving cg or from a comparison
of its field equations with those obtainable from more
advanced theories like special relativistic gravity or gen-
eral relativistic gravity reduced to flat space time, i.e.
linearized equations of Einstein’s gravity).
As we shall see here, we will obtain two physically
equivalent sets of gravito-Maxwell-Lorentz equations as
listed in Table 1. One of the two sets represents what
we call Maxwellian Gravity (MG)[2,3,4] and the other
set represents Heaviside Gravity (HG) [5,6,7,8,9,10,11]
in its original form2 (represented here in our notation
and convention). In Table 1, in analogy with Maxwell-
gravito-MLEs of MG gravito MLEs of HG
∇ · g = −4piGρg = −
ρg
ǫ0g
∇ · g = −4piGρg = −
ρg
ǫ0g
∇ · b = 0 ∇ · b = 0
∇× b = −µ0gjg +
1
c2
g
∂g
∂t
∇× b = +µ0gjg −
1
c2
g
∂g
∂t
∇× g = − ∂b
∂t
∇× g = + ∂b
∂t
dp
dt
= mg [g + u× b]
dp
dt
= mg [g − u× b]
b = +∇×Ag b = −∇×Ag
g = −∇φg −
∂Ag
∂t
g = −∇φg −
∂Ag
∂t
Table 1 Physically Equivalent Sets of gravito-Maxwell-
Lorentz Equations (g-MLEs) representing Heaviside-
Maxwellian Gravity.
Lorentz equations of classical electromagnetism in SI
units, we have introduced two new universal constants
for vacuum:
ǫ0g =
1
4πG
, µ0g =
4πG
c2g
⇒ cg = 1√
ǫ0gµ0g
(1)
where cg is the universal finite propagation velocity of
gravitational waves in vacuum, G is the Newton’s gravi-
tational constant, ρg = ρ0 is the positive ordinary (rest)
mass density (which is also shown to be valid in rela-
tivistic case in ref. [4] without sacrificing the time-tested
empirical law of universality of free fall of Galileo),
jg = ρ0v stands for the mass current density (v is ve-
locity) and by electromagnetic analogy, b may be called
the gravito-magnetic field, the Newtonian gravitational
field gmay be called as gravito-electric field, ǫ0g and µ0g
may be named respectively as the gravito-electric (or
gravitic) permitivity and the gravito-magnetic perme-
ability of vacuum. Because of their physical equivalence,
2Heaviside’s original speculative gravito-Lorentz force was:
dp
dt
= mg [g + u× b] [6,7,8,9,10,11]; but corrected here as
in Table 1: dp
dt
= mg [g − u× b].
both HG and MG represent the same physical theory
that was named recently as Heaviside-Maxwellan Grav-
ity by Behera and Barik [12], who obtained the funda-
mental equations of MG and HG as listed in Table 1
(with cg = c, the propagation speed of light in vacuum)
using the principle of local phase (or gauge) invariance
of quantum field theory.
The present Galileo-Newtonian approach has rel-
evance and significance in the present era of experi-
mental detection of gravitational waves [13,14,15,16],
gravito-magnetic field of the spinning Earth by (i) anal-
ising the orbital dynamics and parameters of two laser-
ranged satellites (LAGEOS and LAGEOS II) [17,18,
19,20,21] and (ii) by measuring, very precisely, tiny
changes in the directions of the spin axis of four gyro-
scopes contained in a polar Earth satellite in The Grav-
ity Probe B (or GP-B) Experiment [22,23,24], which is
a NASA physics mission planned to experimentally in-
vestigate Einstein’s 1916 theory of gravity. These new
experimental results are being interpreted in the liter-
ature as new crucial tests confirming the predictions
of general relativity, which have no Galileo-Newtonian
counterparts. For instance, Ciufolini et al. [17], who is
leading the orbital data analysis of LAGEOS (LAser
GEOdynamics Satellite) and LAGEOS II satellites, stated,
Newton’s law of gravitation has a formal coun-
terpart in Coulomb’s law of electrostatics; how-
ever, Newton’s theory has no phenomenon for-
mally analogous to magnetism. On the other hand,
Einstein’s theory of gravitation predicts that the
force generated by a current of electrical charge,
described by Ampe´re’s law, should also have a
formal counterpart “force” generated by a cur-
rent of mass. The detection and measurement
of this “gravitomagnetic” force is the subject of
this report.
2 Inference of gravito-Maxwell-Lorentz
Equations (g-MLEs)
According to the Newton’s laws of gravitostatics, the
source of gravitostatic or gravitoelectric field g is the
gravitational mass mg = m0 (or proper/rest mass
3).
The gravito-electric field g, in gravitostatics, satisfies
the following two equations, viz.,
∇ · g = − 4πGρg = −ρ0/ǫ0g and (2)
3The equality mg = m0 is true in Galileo-Newtonian physics
for the motion of a body in a gravitational field to be indepen-
dent of its rest mass. This equality is also valid in relativistic
physics as demonstrated in [4] using the principle of Lorentz
in-variance of physical laws.
3∇× g = 0, (3)
The gravitostatic force on a point massm0 in a gravito-
static field g is expressed by the following law (valid in
an inertial frame)
Fg = m0g = −m0∇φg, (4)
where φg is the scalar potential at the position of m0.
The local conservation law for (proper) mass is ex-
pressed by the continuity equation:
∇ · j(r, t) + ∂
∂t
ρ0(r, t) = 0, (5)
where j = ρ0(r, t)v represents the mass current density.
In Galileo-Newtonian physics, the individual validity of
the three laws represented by eqs. (2), (3) and (5) is
indisputable. But these eqs. (2), (3) and (5) have their
simultaneous validity only for the systems or situations
where the following three equations, viz.,
∇ · j(r, t) = 0, (6a)
∂
∂t
ρ0(r, t) = 0, (6b)
∂
∂t
g(r, t) = 0. (6c)
remain valid4. The eqs. (2)-(6) taken with Newton’s
second law of motion describe the dynamics of masses
in gravitostatics.
Newton’s gravitational law (4) suggests is action-at-a-
distance: A mass at one point acts directly and instan-
taneously on another mass even when the two masses
are not it contact but widely separated in space like
the Sun and the Earth. Although Newton was aware
of this problem, he could not resolved it [4]. Here, we
wish to resolve, the above mentioned Newwton’s unre-
solved problem, within his domain of physics without
any appeal to Einstein’s relativity. To this aim, we first
consider a system where the Gauss’s law of gravito-
statics (2) and the equation of continuity (5) co-work
simultaneously, but now with the restrictions in eq. (6)
removed by imposing three conditions: viz.,
∇ · j(r, t) 6= 0, (7a)
∂
∂t
ρ0(r, t) 6= 0, (7b)
∂
∂t
g(r, t) 6= 0. (7c)
4In eqs. (6), we have made the time dependence of j(r, t),
ρ0(r, t) and g(r, t) explicit.
With these conditions, now we take the time derivative
of (2) and then write the result as
∂ρ0
∂t
= − ǫ0g∇ · ∂g
∂t
. (8)
Now using eq. (8) in eq. (5) we obtain
∇ ·
(
j − ǫ0g ∂g
∂t
)
= 0. (9)
The quantity inside the parenthesis of (9) is a vector
whose divergence is zero. Since ∇·(∇×A) = 0 for any
vectorA, we express the vector inside the parenthesis of
(9) as the curl of some vector, say h. Now we find that
Eq. (9) is mathematically satisfied by two independent
representations of h:
∇× h = ±
(
j − ǫ0g ∂g
∂t
)
=
{
+ j − ǫ0g ∂g∂t (For HG)
− j + ǫ0g ∂g∂t (For MG)
(10)
Now we multiply a new non-zero finite and positive
valued dimensional scalar constant µ0g with eq. (10) to
get the following equation 5
∇× b =
{
+µ0gj − ǫ0gµ0g ∂g∂t (For HG)
−µ0gj + ǫ0gµ0g ∂g∂t (For MG)
(11)
such that the
√
ǫ0gµ0g = c
−1
g ; cg, having the dimensions
of speed, would emerge as the speed of gravitational
waves in free space and b = µ0gh for free space. In
vacuum, where j = 0, eqs. (11) become
∇× b =


− 1
c2g
∂g
∂t
(For HG)
+ 1
c2g
∂g
∂t
(For MG)
(12)
Taking the curl of the eqs. (12), we get
∇× (∇× b) = ∇(∇ · b)−∇2b
=


− 1
c2g
∂
∂t
∇× g (For HG)
+ 1
c2g
∂
∂t
∇× g (For MG) (13)
Equations (13), reduce to the wave equations for the b
field, viz.,
∇2b = 1
c2g
∂2b
∂t2
(For both HG and MG) (14)
under the following two conditions:
∇ · b = 0 (For both HG and MG) (15)
5Such multiplication does not alter the physical content of
a vector equation, since it only re-scales physical quantities
involved and re-express them in some new units.
4∇× g =
{
+∂b
∂t
(For HG)
−∂b
∂t
(For MG)
(16)
Now taking the curl of eqs. (16), we get
∇× (∇× g) = ∇(∇ · g)−∇2g
=
{
+ ∂
∂t
∇× b (For HG)
− ∂
∂t
∇× b (For MG) (17)
In vacuum ∇·g = 0 and ∇×b is given by eqs. (12), so
eqs. (17) give us the wave equation for the g field, viz.,
∇2g = 1
c2g
∂2g
∂t2
(For both HG and MG). (18)
Since ∇ · b = 0 for both HG and MG as seen in eq.
(15) and ∇· (∇×A) = 0 for any vector A, the b field
can be expressed as the curl of some vector function Ag
(say). If we adopt the following definitions, viz.,
b =
{
−∇×Ag (For HG)
+∇×Ag (For MG),
(19)
with Ag being the vector potential, then in view of the
gravito-Faraday law expressed in eq. (16), the g field
can be expressed in terms of φg and Ag as
g = −∇φg − ∂Ag
∂t
(For both HG and MG). (20)
Now substituting eq. (20) and (19) in eqs. (11), we get
the following expressions for the in-homogeneous eqs.
(11) in terms of potentials (φg ,Ag) as
∇2φg − 1
c2g
∂2φg
∂t2
=
ρ0
ǫ0g
(For both HG & MG), (21)
∇2Ag − 1
c2g
∂2Ag
∂t2
= µ0gj (For both HG & MG), (22)
by imposing the following gravito-Lorenz gauge condi-
tion,
∇·Ag + 1
c2g
∂φg
∂t
= 0 (For both HG and MG). (23)
As in classical electrodynamics, the generation of grav-
itational waves by prescribed mass and mass current
distributions will be determined by the eqs. (21)-(22).
The retarded solutions of eq. (21) and (22) are, respec-
tively,
φg(r, t) = − 1
4πǫ0g
∫
ρg(r
′, t′)
|r− r′| dv
′ and (24)
Ag(r, t) = − µ0g
4π
∫
j(r′, t′)
|r− r′|dv
′, (25)
where t′ = t − |r − r′|/cg is the retarded time and dv′
is an elementary volume element at r′. The reader can
now realize that we have arrived at two sets of gravito-
Maxwell’s equations noted in Table 1, that can pro-
duce gravitational waves in the spirit of Faraday and
Maxwell.
The electromagnetic analogy, we just uncovered, sug-
gests a modification of the force law (4) to include the
gravito-magnetic interaction between moving masses anal-
ogous to the magnetic interaction between two moving
charges. This will complete the dynamical picture if we
could find a gravitational analogue of Lorentz force law.
To this end, below we adopt the formalism of Schwinger
et al. [1] in their derivation of the Lorentz force law.
Consider two inertial frames S and S′ in relative
motion. Let the relative velocity of S and S′ be v. To
introduce the time-dependence of ρ0 and g in a simplest
way, suppose that all the masses are in static arrange-
ment in one of these frames, say S′, which is moving
with velocity v with respect to S. Thus all the masses
in S′ are moving with a common velocity v with respect
to S. Here we use Galilio-Newtonian principle of relativ-
ity (in-variance of rest mass under Galilean transforma-
tion: masses at rest and masses with a common velocity
viewed by a co-moving observer are physically indistin-
guishable) and demand that physical laws remains the
same in the two inertial frames. Further, assume that
|v| << c. A co-moving observer with the moving masses
has to move with velocity v with respect to S. There-
fore, the time derivative in the co-moving system, in
which the masses are at rest, is the sum of explicit time
dependent and co-ordinate dependent contributions,
d
dt
=
∂
∂t
+ v · ∇ (26)
so, in going from static system to uniformly moving
system, one has to make the replacement
∂
∂t
−→ d
dt
=
∂
∂t
+ v · ∇. (27)
In the moving system, the gravito-static field in equa-
tion (6c) becomes
0 =
∂g
∂t
−→ 0 = dg
dt
=
∂g
∂t
+ (v · ∇)g. (28)
For constant v, we have the vector identity:
∇× (v × g) = v(∇ · g)− (v · ∇)g. (29)
Now using Gauss’s law (2) in eq. (29), we get
∇× (v × g) = − (ρ0v)
ǫ0g
− (v · ∇)g
= − j
ǫ0g
− (v · ∇)g.
(30)
5Substituting the value of (v · ∇)g from eq. (28) in eq.
(30), we get
∇× (v × g) = − j
ǫ0g
+
∂g
∂t
. (31)
Multiplication of eq. (31) by c−2g gives us
∇×
(
v × g
c2g
)
= −µ0gj+ 1
c2g
∂g
∂t
. (32)
Eq. (32) will agree with the eqs. (11) only when
b =


−v×g
c2g
(For HG)
+v×g
c2g
(For MG),
(33)
For the b field, consider the vector identity for constant
v:
∇× (v × b) = v(∇ · b) − (v · ∇)b = − (v · ∇)b (34)
where we have used ∇ ·b = 0. Furthermore, in the co-
moving system (where the masses are at rest - static)
the b field should also not change with time:
db
dt
=
∂b
∂t
+ (v · ∇)b = 0. (35)
Eqs. (34) and (35) give us
∂b
∂t
= ∇× (v × b). (36)
Again, the vector identity
∇2g = g(∇ · g) − ∇× (∇× g) (37)
in vacuum (i.e. outside the mass distribution where ∇ ·
g = 0) becomes
∇2g = −∇× (∇× g). (38)
This gives us the left hand side of the wave eq. (18) for
g in vacuum. Taking the time derivative of the eq. (12)
and considering eq. (36), the right side of the wave eq.
(18) becomes
1
c2g
∂2g
∂t2
=
{
−∇× [∇× (v × b)] (For HG)
+∇× [∇× (v × b)] (For MG) (39)
Eqs. (38) and (39) reveal that the wave eq. (18) for the
g field will hold if
g =
{
+v × b (For HG)
−v × b (For MG). (40)
Notice that in eq. (40), as v → 0 ⇒ g → 0. No gravi-
tostatics! So eq. (40) cannot be completely right. How-
ever, all that is necessary is that∇×g in eq. (40) should
be valid:
∇× g =
{
+∇× (v × b) (For HG)
−∇× (v × b) (For MG). (41)
or, if we use eq. (36),
∇× g =
{
+ ∂b
∂t
(For HG)
− ∂b
∂t
(For MG),
(42)
which is consistent with gravitostatics since it general-
izes ∇× g = 0 to time-dependent fields.
Now we have all the necessary equations that are needed
to address the question: What replaces the equation
Fg = m0g to describe the force a point mass m0, when
that point mass moves with some non-relativistic veloc-
ity v in some given g and b field? To find an answer
to this question, let us consider two inertial coordinate
systems S and S′ with relative velocity vbetween them.
Suppose m0 is at rest in S
′ (called co-moving system)
which moves at velocity v with respect to S. So the
velocity of m0 in S is v. In the S coordinate system,
let the gravito-electric and gravito-magnetic fields are
given by g and b, respectively. In the co-moving system
S′, the force on m0 is
Fg = m0g
eff, (43)
where geff is the gravito-electric field in S′. In trans-
forming to the co-moving frame, all the other masses
- those responsible for g and b - have been given an
additional counter velocity −v. From eq. (40), we then
infer that in the co-moving frame
(i) (−v×b) has the character of an additional gravito-
electric field for the case of HG, and similarly
(ii) (+v×b) has the character of an additional gravito-
electric field for the case of MG.
Hence, the suggested geff is
geff =
{
g − v × b (For HG)
g + v × b (For MG). (44)
leading to the gravito-Lorentz force law of HG and MG
denominations:
FgL =
{
m0 (g − v × b) . (For HG)
m0 (g + v × b) . (For MG).
(45)
In an inertial frame, this force law (45) when used in
Newton’s 2nd law of motion,
dp
dt
= FgL =
{
m0 (g − v × b) (For HG)
m0 (g + v × b) (For MG).
(46)
6we get the equation of a point massm0 moving with mo-
mentum p in the gravito-electric and gravito-magnetic
filed of HG and MG denomination. With this, we com-
pleted our inference of two physically equivalent but
mathematically different representations of gravito-Maxwell-
Lorentz equations classical gravitoelectromagnetic (GEM)
theory listed in Table 1. The value of cg is uniquely fixed
at cg = c (the speed of light in vacuum) in ref. [4] de-
manding the Lorentz in-variance of physical laws. Our
present results on Maxwellian Gravity perfectly agree
with several previous theoretical [2,4,11,12,25,26,26,
27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36] as well as experimental
studies [37,38,39,40,41,42] on MG if cg = c.
3 An Set of New Maxwell-Lorentz Equations
(N-MLEs) from Schwinger’s Formalism
Schwinger et al. [1] inferred the standard set of Maaxwell-
Lorentz Equations (S-MLEs) by combining three ingre-
dients are here noted in the opening paragraph of intro-
duction to this paper. Here we wish to note further that
if we proceed with the method we adopted for gravita-
tional case in the previous section, we would obtain a
set of New Maxwell-Lorentz Equations (N-MLEs) given
in Table 2, which produce the same physical effects as
the S-MLEs. Thus S-MLEs and N-MLEs represent are
mere two different mathematical representations of a
single physical theory: The Standard Electromagnetic
Theory. The simplest way to get the results of Table-2
from Table-1 and vice-versa is the substitution
ρg ↔ ρe, g ↔ E, −4πG ↔ 1
ǫ0
(47a)
jg ↔ je, b ↔ B cg ↔ c, −µ0g ↔ µ0 (47b)
mg ↔ q, φg ↔ φe, Ag ↔ Ae (47c)
g-MLEs of MG ↔ S-MLEs (47d)
g-MLEs of HG ↔ N-MLEs (47e)
It is interesting to note that, Behera and Barik [12]
have recently obtained the four sets of equations listed
in Table-1 and Table-2, from the well established prin-
ciple of local phase (or gauge) invariance of quantum
field theory, which corroborate our present findings.
4 Discussions
The author wish to note that Einstein was unaware
of Heaviside’s extension of Newtonian gravity to time-
dependent sources and fields in the spirit of Faraday-
Maxwell theory of electromagnetism, otherwise he would
have restrained himself to make the following remark on
Newtonian gravity before the 1913 congress of natural
scientists in Vienna [43], viz.,
Standard MLEs New MLEs
∇ · E = ρe
ǫ0
∇ ·E = ρe
ǫ0
∇ ·B = 0 ∇ ·B = 0
∇×B = +µ0je +
1
c2
∂E
∂t
∇×B = −µ0je −
1
c2
∂E
∂t
∇×E = − ∂B
∂t
∇×E = + ∂B
∂t
dp
dt
= q [E + u×B] dp
dt
= q [E − u×B]
B = +∇×Ae B = −∇×Ae
E = −∇φe −
∂Ae
∂t
E = −∇φe −
∂Ae
∂t
Table 2 Two Physically Equivalent Sets of Maxell-Lorentz
Equations (in SI units) with Different Mathematical look.
The symbols have their usual meanings.
After the un-tenability of the theory of action at
distance had thus been proved in the domain of
electrodynamics, confidence in the correctness of
Newton’s action-at-a-distance theory of gravita-
tion was shaken. One had to believe that New-
ton’s law of gravity could not embrace the phe-
nomena of gravity in their entirety, any more
than Coulomb’s law of electrostatics embraced
the theory of electromagnetic processes.
This is because of the place of publication of Heavi-
side’s work and the poor state of communication sys-
tem prevalent at that time. Had it been widely known,
by some means, Heaviside’s gravity would have played
the same role, on equal footing as Maxwell’s electro-
magnetic theory did, in the development of Einsteinian
relativity as noted by Schwinger. It is also interest-
ing to find Heaviside to have discussed the propaga-
tion of gravitational waves carrying energy momentum
in terms of gravitational analogue of electromagnetic
Heaviside-Poynting’s theorem. McDonald [3] who re-
ported Heaviside’s gravity in the form of Maxwellian
gravity and described it as a low velocity, weak-field
approximation to general relativity in response to the
question, ‘Why “c” for gravitational waves?’ Recently
Ummarino and Gallerati [44] derived Heaviside’s Grav-
ity in the form of Maxwellian Gravity from Einstein’s
GR by certain linearization procedure in the weak field
and slow motion approximations, which corroborates
MacDonald’s remark on Heaviside’s gravity. In Um-
marino and Gallerati’s version of Heaviside-Maxwellian
Gravity one obtains cg = c. Unfortunately, there are
several other versions of gravito-Maxwell-Lorentz equa-
tions in different linearized versions of GR, which have
recently been critically examined in ref. [4] in connec-
tion with the questions of the value cg, the correspon-
dence principle, the spin of graviton and shown that
they are not unique and unambiguous in the context of
GR. Einstein’s assumption of the equality of gravita-
7tional mass with inertial mass has also been shown to
be violated without sacrificing Galileo’s experimental
law of universality of free fall in refs. [2,4]. Moreover
the theoretical objections against the spin-1 theory of
gravity to which HMG belongs has also been refuted by
Behera and Barik recently [12], who obtained the equa-
tions of HMG using the principle of local phase invari-
ance of quantum field theory. Since the results reported
here agree with the theoretical considerations of sev-
eral authors[2,4,11,12,25,26,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,
34,35,36], Heaviside’s gravitational theory seems to be
a self consistent field theory of gravity in the spirit of
Faraday-Maxwell theory of electromagnetism.
As regards its agreement with experimental data, refs.
[37,38,39,40,41,42] may be consulted for the expla-
nations of (a) the Mercury’s perihelion advance, (b)
bending of photon’s path in the gravitational field of
the Sun, and (c) Shapiro time delay in a gravitational
field. Concerning the recent experimental detection of
gravitational waves and their explanation within the
framework of vector gravitational theory like HMG, the
works of Mead [45,46,47] and Hilborn [42] are note-
worthy. Thus it seems Rothman [48] is right in stat-
ing, “One hesitates to make rash claims, but Heavi-
side’s article may well have been the world’s first seri-
ous scientific paper to treat gravitational waves”. Unfor-
tunately, Heaviside’s theory of gravitomagnetism and
gravitational waves is not widely circulated. Therefore
it has not received as much attention as it merits. One
finds rare or no mention of Heaviside’s name in leading
literature on gravitomagnetic effects and gravitational
waves, although Heaviside’s prediction of gravitomag-
netic effects and gravitational waves in 1893, is almost
20 years ahead of Einstein’s prediction of gravitational
waves [49,50]. In his final remark on Carstoiu’s [26,27]
1969 suggestions for gravitational waves that has al-
ready been considered by Heaviside in 1893, Brillouin
[28] rightly stated, “It is very strange that such an im-
portant paper had been practically ignored for so many
years, but the reader may remember that Heaviside was
the forgotten genius of physics, abandoned by everybody
except a few faithful friends.”
5 Conclusions
Inspired by Einstein-Infeld’s [51] philosophy of scien-
tific advancement, viz.,“To raise new questions, new
possibilities, to regard old problems from a new angle,
requires creative imagination and marks real advance
in science, and following Schwinger’s Galilio-Newtonian
reletivistic formalism for inferring Maxwell-Lorentz equa-
tions of classical electromagnetism, we inferred two sets
of gravito-Maxwell-Lorentz equations of classical grav-
itoelectromagnetism form three plausible assumptions:
(1) Newton’s law of gravitostatics, (2) the relativity
principle of Galileo and Newtonian and (3) the exis-
tence of gravitational waves which travel in vacuum
with some finite speed cg. One of the two sets of gravito-
Maxwell-Lorentz equations corresponds to Heaviside’s
Gravity (HG) of 1893 and the other set represents what
we call Maxwellian Gravity (MG). Since HG and MG,
produce identical physical effects, they represent a sin-
gle physical theory called Heaviside-Maxwellian Grav-
ity (HMG). We also report a correction to the gravito-
Lorentz force law speculated by Heaviside. Our results
are in conflict with the existing scientific belief that
gravitomagnetic effects and gravitational waves are ab-
sent in the domain of Galileo-Newtonian physics. The
natural emergence HMG from other advanced and well
established principles of physics, such as the Lorentz in-
variance of physical laws, the principle of gauge invari-
ance of quantum field theory, is also noted, which es-
tablished its theoretical consistency and fixed the value
of cg uniquely at c, the speed of light in vacuum. The
application of HMG in some form or other in reproduc-
ing certain experimentally verified general relativistic
results has also been noted. The theory should, there-
fore, not be discarded, otherwise such rejection amounts
to the rejection of the well established principles which
are at the foundation of HMG. We hope our results may
revive some interest in HMG to reexamine and explore
it further for its utility or futility in the description of
certain physical phenomena beyond Newton’s gravito-
statics to bring Heaviside’s gravity, in either of the two
forms presented here, to its logical, mathematical and
physical conclusion in future. The Lorntz-invariant for-
mulation of HMG reported elsewhere has room for fur-
ther development to make generally co-variant. Physi-
cists should never cease testing the well founded and
self consistent basic theories, out of curiosity that new
physics could exist beyond the “accepted” picture.
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